
TRANSFORMATION
LOOK BOOK
If you need some inspo for your next hair
transformation, you’re in the right place! At
Live True our stylists are experts at helping
you achieve your hair goals and
transforming your look.



WHY TRANSFORM
YOUR HAIR
If you're looking to refresh your style, boost
your confidence or even change your life, your
hair is a great place to start! Even the most
minor transformations can be a great act of self
care, and giving your hair some well needed
TLC can leave you feeling more you. We want
you to leave the salon feeling like the best
version of yourself!



BALAYAGE,
HIGHLIGHTS & COLOUR
Whether you’re looking for a subtle and natural
transformation or a bold and edgy new look,
experimenting with colour is a great way to make
a change to your hair. Our team are experts in
colour and can help you achieve your desired
look.



WHY WE LOVE
BALAYAGE
TRANSFORMATIONS
We love balayage at Live True - especially for
transformations. It's created by blending the
colour from the mid lengths of the hair to the tips,
leaving your natural root. This means that not
only can it can have a big impact, but it's easy to
maintain and can fit any lifestyle! With endless
colour and tone possibilities, it's easy to 
see why the balayage is one of our
most popular techniques.



BRUNETTE BALAYAGE
If you’re a naturally dark brunette, add luster and
dimension to your hair with a brunette balayage. Your
stylist can advise you on the best tones to achieve a
gorgeous look that is perfect for you.

BEFOREBEFORE

BEFOREBEFORE
BEFOREBEFORE

We can create a multitude of
stunning brunette shades -
from warm toffee brown, ashy
mushroom, hazelnut, mocha,
chocolate melt and more.
Transform your hair and create
gorgeous depth and shine!

AFTERAFTER

AFTERAFTER

AFTERAFTER



BRUNETTE BALAYAGE



BLONDE BALAYAGE
What better way to do balayage than the traditional sunkissed look
that first made the technique famous! Whether you’re after 
 gorgeous and golden or cool and creamy, a blonde balayage can
be achieved on a wide range of base hair colours and with a wide
array of tones, so you’re sure to find one that suits you.

BEFOREBEFORE

BEFOREBEFORE
BEFOREBEFORE

This look is perfect for lightening
your hair in a low maintenance
way, keeping your locks looking
stunning for longer. We also love
creating depth and dimension by
adding a range of highlights,
babylights and lowlights to this
technique.
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BLONDE BALAYAGE



COLOUR
TRANSFORMATION
Feeling bold? Our stylists can transform your hair with
vivid brights and delicate pastels.



HIGHLIGHTS &
BABYLIGHTS
Highlights and babylights are ideal if you’re after a more intense
brightening, and they can also be added to balayage to create a
multidimensional look.

BEFOREBEFORE

BEFOREBEFORE

BEFOREBEFORE

Ashy blonde highlights & root shadow

Natural blonde babylights & root melt

Face framing & highlights
AFTERAFTER
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COLOUR CORRECTION
We offer professional and expert colour corrections to help
you achieve your hair colour goals. Brassy blonde or dull
brunette? Our talented stylists will transform your hair to the
look you want.

BEFOREBEFORE

BEFOREBEFORE BEFOREBEFORE

Colour correction is an important
part of a colour service if the hair
has been previously coloured.
Our stylists are trained to
expertly balance out unwanted
brassy tones, cancel out ashy or
dull brown shades and transform
your hair your desired colour and
tone.

AFTERAFTER
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COLOUR CORRECTION

BEFOREBEFORE BEFOREBEFORE

BEFOREBEFORE AFTERAFTER
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HAIRCUT
TRANSFORMATION
Sometimes all you need is a fresh haircut to transform your look. Whether
you want to try a trendy new wolf cut or bob cut, add some fresh layers or
try out a fringe, our talented team at Live True can help you achieve the
cut you want.

BEFOREBEFORE BEFOREBEFOREAFTERAFTER AFTERAFTER

HAIR EXTENSIONS
Don’t want to lose any length or after Rapunzel locks? It could be time to
try hair extensions. We love hair extensions for adding both length and
volume to fine, damaged or short hair.

BEFOREBEFORE BEFOREBEFOREAFTERAFTER AFTERAFTER



BRAZILIAN BLOW DRY

HAIR TREATMENTS
Sometimes all you need is a hair treatment to help give your hair a fresh
new look! We’ve got both styling and restorative treatments to transform
your hair.

OLAPLEX
Sometimes our hair needs a little TLC. We love Olaplex to help restore hair
that is damaged from overprocessing and heat styling, transforming it into
healthy and glossy looking locks.

A Brazilian Blow Dry can transform unmanageable, coarse or frizzy hair
into shiny, smooth and manageable locks! If your hair is also damaged
from colouring, a Brazilian Blow Dry can also improve the look and feel
of your hair.


